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PREFACE
This project descripe about the arrangement process of rectangular and 
triangle objects into area. This project research will organized into six chapters. 
The first chapter contain background and scope of this project. The chapter two 
contain literature about array, two dimensional array, and modified genetic 
algorithm of the project.
On chapter three, there are four research method. First by analysis the 
current situation problems. The result of the analysis will be used to make design 
process, the design will be used to implementation program. The result of 
analysis, and design will explained on chapter four. 
The chapter five will contain implementation of the research. Each process
will be explained, after the implementation writing there will be a testing. On the 
end of this project report, there will be a conclusion and futher research.
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ABSTRACT
To arrange Rectangle and Triangle Objects into two dimensional area is the
main purpose on this project. To arrange the objects, this program will randomize
the objects places. The arrangement of this project use two process on Genetic
Algorithms.
Unlike  the  Genetic  Algorithm where  there  are  five  basic  process.  This
project using two process on Genetic Algorithm. The Genetic Algorithms basic
process  are  Generate  Population,  Fitness  Function,  Selection,  Crossover,
Mutation. This project only use two process there are Generate Population and
Fitness Function. By using Generate Population and Fitness Function, the program
will make the best arrangement on an area.
There are two of different shape on the object.  Each object shape have
different data and logic. Therefore each shape will have difference process. This
program will  make many arrangements. Each arrangement contain an area and
some objects. To make the best arrangement, each arrangements will be compared.
The final result of this program is the best arrangement from many arrangements.
Keyword : Genetic Algorithm, PHP language
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